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While the process is running persons appear and disappear like selected avatars

...there was a doctor and there was the brother of the doctor..., ...even an attorney
was interfering and telling what to do exactly; ...but there was and is always the same
voice (of KK) making promises and expressing about our love...

Recently he is talking about his family and his brothers and sisters. I even could have
contact with them. His mother is even calling me Nkechinyere = God's Given; but yeah
what to believe and what not in the meanwhile; am i not getting into another 'made up
story' again...!?

Daniel Williams appeared 'on the stage' too, stating he is chasing scammers. He
wanted to make a movie too, one about detectives, as he had a lot of information
about these kind of writings. Check his profile and also the information under this link

(provided by KK!!)

Even a contact appeared with somebody who was talking about having a studio in
Lagos where people could work. Some things are getting to obvious and reality seems
to unfold according to the information that was put in by myself.

Parallel to this information and appearing persons 'avatars' can be drawn and used in
the project. Animated they are actors in the film.
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gbonjubola1 at Okcupid.com sent me an e-mail (this was happening just after Dave Smith had uncloaked himself as a Nigerian) with nearly
the same content I got from Dave Smith July 2006. He pretends to be a private-investigator; I didn't tell him anything about the things that
had happened to me concerning D.Smith. The question is if 'Rick' is really aware of the fact his pictures are used for these kind of practises!
As his appearance is being used for some other identity he is becoming an avatar in the world of scam. The assumption is that if he had the
choice to make by himself his wish would be different.
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http://www.leidihaaijer.nl/movie/avatars.htm 5-3-2007
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Rick on the modelling site www.focusagencyhawaii.com =

Daniel Williams (YahooID) = Gbonjubola1 (OKcupidID)


